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Abstract: The only possible doubly-charged scalar decays into two Standard Model
particles are into pairs of same-sign charged leptons, H±± → l±l±, l = e, µ, τ , or gauge
bosons, H±± →W±W±; being necessary the observation of both to assert the violation
of lepton number. However, present ATLAS and CMS limits on doubly-charged scalar
production are obtained under specific assumptions on its branching fractions into
dileptons only. Although they can be extended to include decays into dibosons and
lepton number violating processes. Moreover, the production rates also depend on the
type of electroweak multiplet H±± belongs to. We classify the possible alternatives and
provide the Feynman rules and codes for generating the corresponding signals for pair
and associated doubly-charged scalar production, including the leading contribution
from the s-channel exchange of electroweak gauge bosons as well as the vector-boson
fusion corrections. Then, using the same analysis criteria as the LHC collaborations
we estimate the limits on the H±± mass as a function of the electroweak multiplet
it belongs to, and obtain the bounds on the lepton number violating processes pp →
H±±H∓∓ → ℓ±ℓ±W∓W∓ and pp → H±±H∓ → ℓ±ℓ±W∓Z, ℓ = e, µ, implied by the
ATLAS and CMS doubly-charged scalar searches.
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1 Introduction
No departure from the Standard Model (SM) predictions has been observed at the
LHC, yet; being the properties of the recently discovered Higgs boson apparently SM-
like, too [1–3]. This was also preferred by electroweak (EW) precision data [4, 5] (see
for previous fits [6] and for an up-date [7, 8]), thus making the discovery of new physics
(NP) in the first LHC run unlikely. What leaves the well-established neutrino masses
as the only clear signal of NP beyond the SM, so far [9], if we obviate the cosmological
evidence of dark matter.
Neutrinos are massless in the SM because they have no right-handed (RH) coun-
terparts, νRi, to form Dirac masses and lepton number (LN) is an accidental symmetry
protecting them to acquire Majorana masses [10]. Hence, in order to describe neutrino
masses we have to add new degrees of freedom to the SM: either RH neutrinos with the
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corresponding Yukawa couplings giving Dirac masses to neutrinos after EW symmetry
breaking (EWSB): LYmν = −yijLLiνRjφ˜+h.c.→ −yijvνLiνRj+h.c., with v = 〈φ0〉 ∼ 174
GeV the Higgs vacuum expectation value (VEV) 1; or new (heavy) fields, which in par-
ticular may be also νRi, with couplings violating LN explicitly or spontaneously and
generating Majorana masses for the SM neutrinos at some given order in perturbation
theory. In this case, upon integration of the heavy modes, the model is described at low
energy by an effective Lagrangian with extra higher-order operators, the one of lowest
dimension being the Weinberg operator [11], O(5) = (LcLφ˜∗)(φ˜†LL), parametrizing the
neutrino Majorana masses 2: L(5)mν = −c(5)ij O(5)ij /Λ + h.c. → −(c(5)ij v2/Λ)νcLiνLj + h.c.,
with Λ the scale of NP.
In this second case there are no new light degrees of freedom to start with; the
simplest realizations being characterized at low energy by the very tiny LN violation
(LNV) induced by the neutrino Majorana masses, (mν)ij = 2 c
(5)
ij v
2/Λ ∼ 0.1 eV. Whose
measurement is the purpose of the next generation of neutrinoless double β decay
experiments [12] (for recent reviews see [13, 14]) 3. However, the relevant question in
the LHC era is if LNV is at the LHC reach. This is to ask if there are new particles
with masses Λ ∼ TeV (and then c(5)ij ∼ 10−11) with observable LNV signatures [21] 4.
There is a wide literature dealing with the simplest realizations of this scenario, which
are referred to as see-saw mechanisms of type I, II and III and obtained extending the
SM with RH neutrinos [24], a scalar triplet [25] and vector-like fermion triplets [26],
respectively. In order to assert the violation of LN at the LHC it is enough to observe
final states with non-zero LN, for the LN of the initial state (pp) vanishes. What in
practice means observing events with an excess of leptons, or anti-leptons. Among
the three see-saw mechanisms, the see-saw of type II gives the cleanest signal because
doubly-charged scalars can decay into pairs of same-sign charged leptons, ∆±± → l±l±,
which accumulate around the doubly-charged scalar mass and allow for a very efficient
search [27, 28]; which is not the case for heavy fermions because they decay into an odd
number of light fermions (≥ 3, if we exclude decays into Higgs bosons decaying in turn
into two photons) [29, 30], as required by rotational invariance. As a matter of fact,
CMS [31] and ATLAS [32] have already set stringent limits on this process, excluding
1LL = (νL, lL) and φ = (φ
+, φ0) are the SM lepton and Higgs doublets, respectively, with φ˜ = iσ2φ
∗
and σ2 the second Pauli matrix. We write down column doublets in a row for convenience, when no
confusion is expected.
2LcL = (ν
c
L, l
c
L) is the SM lepton doublet with charge-conjugated fields, ψ
c
L = (ψL)
c = CψL
T
;
analogously ψcR = (ψR)
c = CψR
T
.
3Although the leading contribution to this process may come from other (higher-order) operators
in more elaborated models [16–20]
4If the observed baryon asymmetry of the universe originates from leptogenesis, LNV must be at
work at some energy, too [22]. (See for recent reviews [23].)
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doubly-charged scalar masses m∆±± ranging from 200 to 400 GeV, depending on the
assumptions on the branching ratios into same-sign dileptons; although they have not
reported on the corresponding limits for LNV. In order to obtain the latter, one must
look for events with same-sign charged lepton pairs plus EW gauge bosons, including
the production of pp → H±±H∓∓ → l±l±W∓W∓ and pp → H±±H∓ → l±l±W∓Z 5,
what can be done with the same sampling, four and three isolated leptons plus possibly
missing transverse momentum, as we discuss below.
First, however, several general comments are worth to emphasize again:
(i) LNV is minuscule, and hence at the LHC the production of LNV particles must
be very suppressed or their decay very slow. As in the former case these would not
be observable, they must transform non-trivially under the SM gauge symmetry and
hence be produced with EW strength 6. (Obviously, singlets can be produced through
mixing with non-singlet states but this mechanism is in general suppressed by the
corresponding mixing angles. An example is heavy neutrino production through mixing
with SM leptons [29], which is suppressed because the corresponding mixing angles are
bounded to be small by EW precision data (EWPD) [33] 7.)
(ii) Thus, LN must be violated in the decays of the new heavy particles, what requires
that they have at least two dominant channels with different LN. (Majorana fermions
are charge self-conjugated and hence if they decay into a final state with non-zero LN,
they do also decay into the charge-conjugated state with opposite LN.)
(iii) We restrict ourselves to SM extensions with LNV scalars because, as stressed above,
scalar signatures allow for a more efficient particle reconstruction. Moreover, although
the discovery of the Higgs boson proves the fundamental character of the SM scalar
sector at low energy, this remains the less known sector of the model. In summary,
the experimental observation of neutrino masses together with the outstanding LHC
performance make the search for LNV scalars (eventually contributing to neutrino
5In the text generic scalar multiplets are denoted by H and their doubly-charged component by
H±±. We use ∆ when only referring to the scalar triplet. While charged leptons are denoted by l(ℓ)
when tau leptons are (not) included.
6We assume that the new fields do not carry color because we search for LNV particles which
mainly manifest as dileptonic resonances.
7Even if vector boson fusion contributions are large [34], EWPD including LHC data on the SM
Higgs further reduce the limits on lepton mixing [8] and hence, the LHC potential for heavy neutrino
detection [29]. In any case, LHC direct limits on heavy neutrino production provide independent
evidence and restrict the allowed range of heavy neutrino masses [35, 36], which are indirectly not
accessible to lowest order in the expansion in the small lepton mixing. On the other hand, the
LHC reach for heavy neutrino detection can be much larger in the presence of new interactions. In
particular, if parity is restored [37] and the new charged gauge boson W ′ has a mass of several TeV,
heavy Majorana neutrinos and hence LNV events can be observed up to neutrino masses near the W ′
mass [38]. In fact, CMS has already set significant bounds on this process [39].
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masses) especially timely. In the following we shall extend the see-saw of type II, which
is mediated by an SU(2)L scalar triplet with hypercharge Y = 1, ∆ = (∆
++,∆+,∆0),
to allow for scalar multiplets H with arbitrary isospin T and hypercharge Y but with a
doubly-charged component H++ coupling to a pair of same-sign charged leptons. This
alone fixes the scalar LN equal to −2 but does not stand for LNV. In order to violate
LN the scalars must also decay into SM boson pairs and then to final states with
vanishing LN. Indeed, the only other possible two-body decay into SM particles of the
doubly-charged scalar is into two W bosons, in the scalar triplet case ∆±± → W±W±.
This decay does require the LN breaking by the (small) non-zero ∆0 VEV. In general,
once LN is broken, doubly-charged scalars H±± with non-vanishing LN will also decay
into W pairs at some order in perturbation theory; whether its neutral partner H0, if
it exists, gets a (small) non-zero VEV, or through mixing with other (heavier) scalar
multiplets with diboson couplings. The consideration of doubly-charged scalar decays
into dileptons and dibosons on the same footing in order to search for (bound) LNV at
the LHC also generalizes previous phenomenological studies.
In simple models the region of parameter space where the doubly-charged scalar
branching ratio into two same-sign leptons is comparable to the branching ratio into
gauge bosons is small. In general, one of the two couplings is larger than the other
and therefore the corresponding decay dominates. However, both decays can naturally
have a similar rate in more elaborated models [15, 17–19, 40] 8.
(iv) We extend the SM with an extra TeV scalar multiplet at a time, neglecting possible
mixing effects with other heavier scalar multiplets except to allow for the decay of the
TeV scalar multiplet into gauge bosons. The only models we shall work out in detail
are those with scalar multiplets with components of charge 2 at most, which are those
of smaller isospin, too 9.
(v) We will not discuss flavor constraints either because they are model dependent at a
large extent. Thus, although in the see-saw of type II neutrino masses are proportional
8 We also assume that the mass splitting between the different components of the multiplet is
small and hence the mixing with heavier scalar multiplets and with the SM Higgs. Otherwise, cascade
decays within the multiplet (of electroweak strength) would be overwhelming [41, 42]. Anyway, if H±±
mainly decays into H±W±∗, their subsequent leptonic decays also involve neutrinos, then making more
difficult (less efficient) to reconstruct the doubly-charged scalar [45]. Moreover, the final fermions are
softer and do not exhibit the resonant behavior in the same-sign dilepton channel. We will not further
consider this scenario in the following.
9 Multiplets with components with larger charges also have other striking signatures, for instance
H+++ → H++∗W+∗ → l+l+l+ν, but with less energetic charged leptons in the final state [40, 43].
In any case doubly-charged scalars are in general pair and associated produced with a comparable
cross-section, decaying besides into same-sign dileptons and dibosons as assumed here and hence with
harder charged leptons in the final state, which make easier (more efficient) the doubly-charged scalar
reconstruction.
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to the corresponding doubly-charged scalar decays [27, 28, 44], in general they are not
closely related and more elaborated models can accommodate both independently of
their specific values. At any rate, along this paper our approach to LHC searches will
be mainly phenomenological and hence largely model independent.
(vi) Once LNV is observed the question will be which its origin is. In the case of
doubly-charged scalar production under consideration one would like to determine the
type of multiplet the doubly-charged scalar belongs to. This can be done sampling
appropriately the events with four and three isolated leptons, as has been proposed in
[46, 47].
In next section we characterize the scalar multiplets with doubly-charged compo-
nents decaying into pairs of same-sign charged leptons, i.e., the possible isospin and
hypercharge multiplet assignments. In general, the larger their isospin is, the higher
the dimension of the operators parametrizing the heavy scalar decay and hence smaller
their decay rate. Their gauge interactions are detailed in Section 3, where we work out
the corresponding Feynman rules. Both sections are more technical and can be skipped
if the reader is only interested in the phenomenological implications. The production
mechanisms are discussed in Section 4. The dominant mechanism for doubly-charged
scalar pair and associated production is through the s−channel exchange of EW gauge
bosons. Vector-boson fusion contributions staying below 10 % for the scalar masses of
interest. The software implementation for Monte Carlo simulations is described in Sec-
tion 5, being available upon request. Section 6 contains the analyses mimicking those
performed by the ATLAS and CMS experiments; and we extend them to estimate the
bounds on LNV in Section 7. In particular, we provide a table with an estimate of the
efficiencies for the reconstruction of the different decay modes, which allows to derive
the corresponding limits on doubly-charged scalar production for any set of branching
ratios and hence model. We conclude in Section 8. In Appendices A, B and C we gather
further technical details on effective operators for doubly-charged scalar production at
hadron colliders, the Monte Carlo implementation for doubly-charged scalar pair and
associated production and the applied statistics, respectively.
2 Which kind of new physics are we looking for ?
We want to search for scalar resonances that may decay into a pair of same-sign charged
leptons, H±± → l±l±, and be eventually at the LHC reach. This means to classify the
EW multiplets H which the corresponding doubly-charged scalars can belong to. In
general, no matter what SU(2)L×U(1)Y multiplet including H±± is considered, one can
always write down gauge invariant effective operators giving rise to these decays after
EWSB [46]. In fact, this can be done for any of the three lepton bilinears with non-
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vanishing LN available in the SM: LcLLL, l
c
RlR and L
c
LlR, the three of them containing
the product of two same-sign charged leptons l−l−. Although we can restrict ourselves
to the first two combinations because the operators involving the third one are not
independent of those built with the first two: the third combination LcLlR requires a
γµ insertion because of the fermions’ chirality, and hence the presence of a covariant
derivative to ensure the operator is Lorentz invariant; then using integration by parts
and the equations of motion, the corresponding operators can be seen to be equivalent
to the ones involving LcLLL and l
c
RlR.
In practice we assume that there is a more fundamental theory reducing at lower
energy to the SM plus an extra scalar multiplet H near the TeV scale with LN= −2
and a doubly-charged component H++ 10. Hence, its isospin T and hypercharge Y must
fulfill
TH ≥ |TH++3 = 2− Y H|; (2.1)
and for any pair of isospin and hypercharge assignments satisfying this relation there
is a tower of gauge invariant operators involving H, any of the two bilinears with LN =
2, LcLLL or l
c
RlR, and an increasing number of Higgs doublets φ(φ˜), with vanishing LN.
This reflects the fact that any SU(2)L × U(1)Y representation satisfying Eq. (2.1) can
be obtained from the Clebsch-Gordan series of the product of a large enough number
of fundamental representations φ(φ˜), with T = 1/2 and Y = 1/2(−1/2). In particular,
one can correlate the operators involving L˜Lτ
aLL
11, with T = 1 and Y = −1, to
those involving lcRlR, with T = 0 and Y = −2, contracting the former with φ†τ−aφ˜;
and vice-versa multiplying by φ˜†τaφ. However, for any given H only the operators
of lowest dimension in general matter because they are the ones formally giving the
largest contributions to the dileptonic H++ decays after EWSB.
For illustration purposes in the following we restrict ourselves to scalar multiplets
with at most doubly-charged components:
TH = TH
++
3 ≤ 2. (2.2)
This stands for an SU(2)L singlet κ
++ with hypercharge 2 [17, 19, 49], a doublet
χ = (χ++, χ+) with Y = 3/2 [50], a triplet ∆ = (∆++,∆+,∆0) with Y = 1 mediator of
the see-saw of type II [25], a quadruplet Σ = (Σ++,Σ+,Σ0,Σ′−) with Y = 1/2 [51], and
a quintuplet which we will assume to be real Ω = (Ω++,Ω+,Ω0,Ω−,Ω−−) with Y = 0.
10Doubly-charged fermions and vector-bosons have been also considered but in other context [48].
11Where L˜L = iσ2L
c
L and τ
a are the Pauli matrices in the spherical basis, A+1 = − 1√
2
(A1 −
iA2), A
0 = A3, A
−1 = 1√
2
(A1 + iA2), times the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients C
1×1→0
a,−a , up to a global
factor and sign: τ±1 = ±(σ1 ∓ iσ2)/2, τ0 = σ3/
√
2.
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l−i
l−j
H−− 2i
[
αL∗ij PL + α
R∗
ij PR
] l
−
i
νj
H− 2iβ∗ijPL
Figure 1. Feynman diagrams and rules for Yukawa interactions. The arrows indicate the
LN flow.
The lowest order gauge invariant operators coupling the doubly-charged component of
these multiplets to a pair of same-sign charged leptons after EWSB are of dimension 4
for κ and ∆, 5 for χ and Σ, and 6 for Ω, respectively [46]:
Oκ = lcRlRκ; O∆ = (L˜LτaLL)M∆ab∆b, with a, b = 1, 0,−1;
O(1)χ = lcRlR(φ˜†χ); O(2)χ = (L˜LτaLL)Mχab(φ†τ bχ), with a, b = 1, 0,−1;
OΣ = (L˜LτaLL)MΣc,abφbΣc, with a = 1, 0,−1, b = ±
1
2
, c =
3
2
,
1
2
,−1
2
,−3
2
;
OΩ = (L˜LτaLL)MΩc,ab(φ˜†τ bφ)Ωc, with a, b = 1, 0,−1, c = 2, 1, 0,−1,−2, (2.3)
where a sum on repeated indices is understood and we have omitted family indices. MH
are matrices with only non-zero entries for a+b = 0 if H = ∆ or χ, and for a+b+c = 0
when H = Σ or Ω:
M∆ab =
(
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
)
; Mχab =
(
0 0 1
0 −1 0
1 0 0
)
;
MΣ3
2
,ab
=
(
0 0
0 0
0 −1
)
, MΣ1
2
,ab
=


0 0
0 −
√
2
3
1√
3
0

 , MΣ−c,−a−b = −MΣc,ab ;
MΩ2,ab =
(
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
)
, MΩ1,ab =

0 0 00 0 1√2
0 1√
2
0

 , MΩ0,ab =


0 0 1√
6
0
√
2
3
0
1√
6
0 0

 ,
MΩ−c,−a−b = M
Ω
c,ab . (2.4)
After EWSB the resulting Yukawa interactions in Figure 1 write
cHij
ΛnH
OHij →
(
αLijl
c
LilLj + α
R
ijl
c
RilRj
)
H++ + βij
(
νcLilLj + l
c
LiνLj
)
H+ + · · · , (2.5)
where the couplings α and β are in general symmetric, flavor-dependent and suppressed
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Vertex Singlet Doublet Triplet Quadruplet Quintuplet
αLij 0 −
v
Λ
c
(2)
χij −c∆ij
v
Λ
cΣij
v2
Λ2
cΩij
αRij cκij
v
Λ
c
(1)
χij 0 0 0
βij 0
v
Λ
c
(2)
χij√
2
c∆ij√
2
− v
Λ
cΣij√
3
− v
2
Λ2
cΩij
2
Table 1: Trilinear Scalar-Fermion-Fermion (SFF) couplings for the different multiplet
assignments in Eq. (2.5).
by powers of v/Λ, as shown in Table 1. Thus, doubly-charged scalars can always couple
to same-sign charged lepton pairs in a gauge invariant way independently of the EW
multiplet they belong to, although in general with suppressed coefficients. On the
other hand, doubly and singly-charged scalar decays are a priori related, even though
in practice these relations only have phenomenological implications in quite specific
models, as we shall argue later.
There can be also operators of the same order but, for instance, quadratic in
the scalar fields. However, they are in general further suppressed. For example, in
the quadruplet case the LL interaction in Eq. (2.5) can be also obtained from the
dimension-5 operator OΣ⊗Σ = (Σ†OaΣ)(L˜LτaLL) (where Oa are 4×4 matrices project-
ing the Σ ⊗ Σ product into the triplet representation), once the neutral Σ component
gets a VEV, 〈Σ0〉 = vΣ. However, this VEV has to be rather small (vΣ < few GeV)
in order to satisfy, for instance, the constraint on the rho parameter (ρ = 1.0004+0.0003−0.0004
at the 95 % C.L. [9]) 12. What in general justifies neglecting the contribution of this
operator.
3 Gauge scalar interactions
Scalar multiplets, H, with doubly-charged components, H++, transform non-trivially
under the EW gauge group and thus couple to γ, Z and W (except in the singlet case
12 As can be derived from its generic expression (to lowest order in perturbation theory)
ρ =
∑
k
[
Tk(Tk + 1)− Y 2k
]
v2k∑
k 2Y
2
k v
2
k
,
where k labels the scalar multiplets in the model, and Tk, Yk and vk are the corresponding isospin,
hypercharge and VEV, respectively.
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which only has neutral interactions). The explicit form of the gauge couplings is derived
from the corresponding kinetic Lagrangian
LK = (DµH)†DµH , (3.1)
where the action of the covariant derivative Dµ reads (in standard notation)
DµH =
(
∂µ + ig ~T · ~Wµ + ig′Y Bµ
)
H
=
(
∂µ +
ig√
2
(
T+W+µ + T
−W−µ
)
+
ig
cW
(
T3 − s2WQ
)
Zµ + ieQAµ
)
H , (3.2)
with sW (cW ) the sine (cosine) of the EW mixing angle, sW = g
′/
√
g2 + g′2, e = gsW
the (positive) electromagnetic gauge coupling and Q = T3 + Y the electric charge
operator. In particular, expanding LK and reordering terms, the trilinear and quartic
gauge couplings involved in the calculation of the pair and associated production of
doubly-charged scalars can be written
LK →
{
i
g√
2
√
(T − Y + 2)(T + Y − 1)W−µ
[
H++(∂µH−)− (∂µH++)H−]
+ i
[
2eAµ +
g
cW
(2− Y − 2s2W )Zµ
]
H++(∂µH−−)
+ i
[
eAµ +
g
cW
(1− Y − s2W )Zµ
]
H+(∂µH−) + h.c.
}
+ g2
[
T (T + 1)− (2− Y )2]W+µ W−µH++H−−
+
{
g√
2
√
(T − Y + 2)(T + Y − 1)W−µ
[
3eAµ +
g
cW
(3− 2Y − 3s2W )Zµ
]
H++H− + h.c.
}
+
[
2eAµ +
g
cW
(2− Y − 2s2W )Zµ
] [
2eAµ +
g
cW
(2− Y − 2s2W )Zµ
]
H++H−− . (3.3)
The first two lines describe the s−channel exchange of gauge bosons [46]; whereas all
of them enter in the calculation of the vector-boson fusion (VBF) contribution (see
next section). These couplings depend on the type of multiplet, i.e., on T and Y , the
doubly-charged scalar belongs to, as do the corresponding cross-sections. In Eq. (3.3)
we have used Eq. (2.1) but omitting superindices for easy reading. The doubly (2)
and singly (1) charges have been also made explicit. In Figures (Tables) 2 and 3 we
gather the Feynman diagrams and rules (couplings) for the scalar multiplets satisfying
Eq. (2.2), which are discussed below for illustration. Quartic couplings involving
neutral scalars H0, i.e., for TH ≥ |TH++3 − 2|, also mediate LNV doubly-charged scalar
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H++(p1)
H−(p2)
W+µ icW (p
1
µ − p2µ)
H++(+)(p1)
H−−(−)(p2)
γµ
ic
(′)
γ (p1µ − p2µ)
H++(+)(p1)
H−−(−)(p2)
Zµ ic
(′)
Z (p
1
µ − p2µ)
Figure 2. Feynman diagrams and rules for gauge trilinear interactions of doubly (c) and
singly (c′) charged scalars. The arrows indicate the LN flow; whereas the H++(+) (p1) and
H−−(−) (p2) momenta are leaving the vertex.
Vertex Singlet Doublet Triplet Quadruplet Quintuplet
cW 0
g√
2
g
√
3
2g
√
2g
cγ 2e 2e 2e 2e 2e
cZ −2 g
cW
s2W
g
2cW
(
1− 4s2W
) g
cW
(
1− 2s2W
) g
2cW
(
3− 4s2W
) 2g
cW
(
1− s2W
)
c′γ 0 e e e e
c′Z 0 −
g
2cW
(
1 + 2s2W
) − g
cW
s2W
g
2cW
(
1− 2s2W
) g
cW
(
1− s2W
)
Table 2: Trilinear Scalar-Scalar-Vector (SSV) couplings for doubly (c) and singly (c′)
charged scalars.
decays once the LN = 2 neutral component gets a VEV,
LK → g
2
2
√
(T + Y )(T + Y − 1)(T − Y + 2)(T − Y + 1)W−µ W−µH++〈H0〉 . (3.4)
Multiplets without neutral components can also decay into W pairs by mixing with
other multiplets with a neutral component developing a VEV 13, or through quantum
corrections. In order to establish LNV both types of decays H±± → l±l±,W±W± must
13This may be expected in generic ultraviolet completions. As a matter of fact, the effective operators
in Eq. (2.3) and the effective coupling to W pairs can be obtained from renormalizable theories with
further scalars, in particular with a heavy triplet and/or singlet, after integrating them out [17, 18].
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H++
H−−
W+µ
W−ν
icWWgµν
H−−
H+
W−µ
γν
icWγgµν
H−−
H+
W−µ
Zν
icWZgµν
H++
H−−
γµ
γν
2icγγgµν
H++
H−−
γµ
Zν
icγZgµν
H++
H−−
Zµ
Zν
2icZZgµν
Figure 3. Feynman diagrams and rules for gauge quartic interactions of doubly and singly-
charged scalars. The arrows indicate the LN flow.
Vertex Singlet Doublet Triplet Quadruplet Quintuplet
cWW 0
g2
2
g2
3g2
2
2g2
cWγ 0
3√
2
eg 3eg 3
√
3
2
eg 3
√
2eg
cWZ 0
−3g2s2W√
2cW
g2
cW
[
1− 3s2W
] √3
2
g2
cW
[
2− 3s2W
] 3√2
cW
g2
[
1− s2W
]
cγγ 4e
2 4e2 4e2 4e2 4e2
cγZ −8e2 sW
cW
2eg
cW
[
1− 4s2W
] 4eg
cW
[
1− 2s2W
] 2eg
cW
[
3− 4s2W
] 8eg
cW
[
1− s2W
]
cZZ 4g
2 s
4
W
c2W
g2
4c2W
[
1− 4s2W
]2 g2
c2W
[
1− 2s2W
]2 g2
4c2W
[
3− 4s2W
]2 4g2
c2
W
[
1− s2W
]2
Table 3: Quartic Scalar-Scalar-Vector-Vector (SSVV) couplings for VBF doubly-
charged pair and associated production.
be observed. Otherwise, the scalar LN could be just 2 in the former case or 0 in the
latter one, but still conserved. In general, it makes sense to look for decays into lepton
as slow as into gauge boson pairs because although the decay into vector bosons is
proportional to a VEV which turns out to be minuscule, decays into same-sign charged
lepton pairs are stringently constrained by current limits on lepton flavor violation.
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Figure 4. Doubly-charged scalar pair (left) and associated (right) production at the LHC
for
√
s = 8 TeV, with scalars H belonging to a real quintuplet Ω, a quadruplet Σ, a triplet
∆, a doublet χ or a singlet κ with hypercharges 0, 1/2, 1, 3/2 and 2, respectively.
4 Doubly-charged scalar production
Doubly-charged scalars are pair produced with EW strength through the s−channel
exchange of photons and Z bosons, pp→ γ∗/Z∗ → H++H−− 14. Similarly, its associated
production with a singly-charged scalar proceeds through W exchange, pp → W±∗ →
H±±H±. Both cross-sections depend on the quantum numbers of the scalar multiplet
the doubly-charged scalar belongs to, as do the corresponding couplings in Eq. (3.3).
In Figure 4 we plot them as a function of the doubly-charged scalar mass mH++ for the
five cases in Figure 2 and Table 2 and for
√
s = 8 TeV (the corresponding cross-sections
for
√
s = 14 TeV are shown in [46] 15).
Both final states can be also produced through VBF but accompanied by two
extra jets, pp → H++H−−jj, H±±H∓jj. These processes are sub-leading as expected
from gauge-coupling power counting. The contributing diagrams are depicted in Figure
5. Although this mechanism is enhanced because the initial partons are both valence
quarks, its size stays below 10 % of the s−channel production, being almost negligible
for low scalar masses. In Figure 6 we plot the ratio of the VBF to the s−channel pro-
duction cross-section for the same scalar multiplets as in Figure 4 16. As can be observed
14They can be also singly produced through the effective coupling H±±W∓µ W
µ∓ in Eq. (3.4).
Although, due to the stringent constraints on its size, for instance, implied by the measured value of
the ρ parameter (see footnote 12), this production mechanism is in general suppressed to a negligible
level, unless a bizarre cancellation is invoked to avoid these bounds [52].
15The scalar triplet cross-sections at 7 TeV are plotted, for example, in [31, 32]. For an earlier
comparison of the Tevatron and LHC potential see [53].
16The ratio for pair production but including only the VBF of two photons, γγ → H++H−−, is quite
similar as previously shown in [54]. These partonic cross-sections diverge when the photon is emitted
collinearly and then are sensitive to the limit on the corresponding partonic transverse momentum.
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Figure 5. Feynman diagrams contributing to VBF doubly-charged scalar pair production.
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Figure 6. Ratio of the VBF to the pair (left) and associated (right) production cross-sections
as a function of the doubly-charged scalar mass for the same multiplets and energy as in Figure
4.
in the figure VBF starts to be important only for large masses, when the valence quark
parton distribution functions (PDFs) are relatively larger. Anyway, this production
mechanism is always present and should be taken into account, although it is possible
to separate the corresponding events by requiring two forward extra jets. (Collinear γ
production can be calculated using the Weizsaecker-Williams approximation [55, 56],
giving also similar contributions [54].)
Besides, there can be further NP contributions, although in general further sup-
pressed. For example, effective operators contributing to these processes are suppressed
by at least two powers of the cutoff scale Λ (see Appendix A). As a matter of fact, these
contact interactions arise naturally in the context, for instance, of non-minimal Com-
posite Higgs Models [57]. On the other hand, possibly s−channel contributions are in
addition suppressed by small far off-shell propagators 17; while t−channel contributions
are forbidden, since doubly-charged scalars do not have trilinear couplings to a quark
We assume as a conservative value pjT > 10 GeV throughout the paper.
17This is also the case for the Higgs s-channel exchange, whose rate is much smaller than the one
from the exchange of gauge bosons, unless the effective Higgs coupling to doubly-charged scalars is
unnaturally large (equal to λv with λ much larger than one).
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pair.
In summary, although there can be a variety of production mechanisms, in general
the main production cross-sections are fixed by the scalar multiplet quantum numbers
in Eq. (3.3); and thus their measurement would allow to determine the total isospin
and hypercharge of the scalar multiplet which the doubly-charged scalar belongs to
[46, 47]. In the signal simulations below we add the s−channel as well as the VBF
production, multiplying the former by a K-factor equal to 1.25 [58].
5 Monte Carlo implementation
In order to extend the searches of doubly-charged scalars to generic models and to
perform phenomenological studies allowing for LNV signals, we have implemented the
couplings in Eqs. (2.5), (3.3) and (3.4) in MadGraph5 [59] 18. The explicit expressions
of these couplings for the five scalar multiplets of lowest isospin and hypercharge con-
taining a doubly-charged component, (T, Y ) = (0, 2), (1/2, 3/2), (1, 1), (3/2, 1/2), (2, 0),
have been included in an UFO model by means of FeynRules v1.6 [60]. It can be down-
loaded from http://cafpe.ugr.es/index.php/pages/other/software. A set of Param Cards
for MadGraph5 can be also found there for all scalar masses considered in the simulations
in the text. The K-factor for the leading pair and associated s−channel production
can be as large as 20-30 % [58]. This and the VBF contributions can be added at will,
although the latter are only sizable for large doubly-charged scalar masses.
In order to take into account the scalar decays mediated by the SFF and SVV
interactions in Eqs. (2.5) and (3.4), respectively, it is enough to implement the triplet
decay. This is so because all those decays can be mimicked by the triplet one, being only
required an additional rescaling of the corresponding rate. In particular, as chirality
does not play any role in the subsequent analyses 19, we only need to consider LL
interactions, i.e., ∆++lcLil
′
Lj and ∆
+lcLiν
′
Lj , with the six possible lepton combinations
ee, eµ, eτ, µµ, µτ and ττ in the doubly-charged case and only three eνe, µνµ and τντ
in the singly-charged one, for neutrinos manifest as missing energy in the detector
and hence cannot be distinguished. A new parameter myyuk has been introduced
to account for the Yukawa couplings. The scalar decays into W pairs mediated by
the interactions ∆±±W±W± and ∆±W±Z0 also require the introduction of a new
parameter, which we name myvev, proportional to the corresponding (LNV) VEV.
These two parameters have been fixed to values which make the branching ratios into
leptons and into bosons of similar magnitude. This guarantees that the total cross-
section never vanishes, avoiding numerical problems. These values also imply a narrow
18Further details for its use are given in Appendix B.
19The helicity of the final leptons can not be measured, except eventually for the tau lepton [61].
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scalar width, and hence the width measured from the invariant-mass distribution is
dominated by reconstruction effects. Allowing for scalar decays into lepton and boson
pairs, non-trivial limits on LNV, not considered yet in experimental searches, can be
obtained. We will focus on pair and associated production with one scalar decaying
into lepton and the other into boson pairs 20. Although no analysis has been designed
to look for these specific LNV processes, current searches for doubly-charged resonances
decaying only into same-sign charged lepton pairs are already sensitive to this channel.
Given that no event excess has been observed, they can be also used to set the first
bounds on LNV scalars. We discuss them in detail later.
MadGraph5 parton level events are passed through Pythia v6 [63] to include initial
and final state radiation, as well as fragmentation and hadronization, and through
Delphes v3 [64] for fast-detector simulation. Jets are reconstructed using an anti-kt
algorithm with FastJet v3 [65]. Finally, MadAnalysis v5 [66] is used to perform the
analyses. The full sequence of software for Monte Carlo simulation, which has been
extensively tested, is available to generalize our results.
6 Current analyses
CMS [31] and ATLAS [32] have provided limits on doubly-charged scalars decaying into
same-sign e and µ pairs using samples with four and three isolated charged leptons,
as no event excess has been observed. In this section we reproduce their results at√
s = 7 TeV using Monte Carlo simulations in order to test our codes. We mimic the
detailed analysis by CMS in [31], which besides includes doubly-charged scalar decays
into τ leptons. We then estimate the expected bounds for 8 TeV and an integrated
luminosity of 20 fb−1 also assuming that no event excess is observed. In this analysis
we apply the same cuts and efficiencies as for 7 TeV, although the LHC collaborations
will certainly optimize both and will provide better limits based on real data. However,
no large differences should be expected. In the next section and as another application,
we extend these analyses to obtain the corresponding limits on the LNV processes
pp → H±±H∓∓ → ℓ±ℓ±W∓W∓ and pp → H±±H∓ → ℓ±ℓ±W∓Z, also estimating for
both processes the bounds which shall be eventually obtained by the LHC experiments
after the next run at 14 TeV.
In order to compare with data, the SM backgrounds must be also included. Since
the signal efficiencies for
√
s = 7 and 8 TeV are similar (we find differences of at most
20There is a different and much more involved way to look for LNV: performing the usual four lepton
analyses and also to search for four vector bosons compatible with the same resonance production.
This second final state, however, can be only disentangled from the background for very low masses
[62].
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Process σ[7 TeV] @ NLO (pb) σ[8 TeV] @ NLO (pb) σ[14 TeV] @ NLO (pb)
Drell-Yan (21± 1)× 102 (25± 2)× 102 (48± 4)× 102
W+W− 41± 1 50± 2 107± 4
W±Z 17± 1 21± 1 47± 2
ZZ 5.5± 0.2 6.6± 0.2 14.5± 0.4
tt¯ 123± 15 176± 22 475± 9
Table 4: Cross-sections for the main backgrounds considered in the analyses, computed
at the NLO in QCD. At the parton level, events have been generated using aMC@NLO
with the cut pjT > 10 GeV (in addition and only for Drell-Yan, l
+l−, we require plT > 20
GeV, ml+l− > 30 GeV and ∆Rl+l− > 0.4). The 5 flavor scheme has been used, and
the partonic events linked to Pythia by means of the MC@NLO method [68], with the
subsequent decay of the tt¯ and di-boson final states into their different decay products.
∼ 10%), we assume that this is also the case for the backgrounds and estimate them
at 8 TeV scaling the CMS values in Table 5 in [31] by a factor of
σ8
σ7
× L8L7 ≈ 1.2× 4.08 , (6.1)
where the first figure is the average of the ratios of the corresponding cross-sections for
the largest backgrounds in Table 4, Drell-Yan, W+W−, W±Z, ZZ and tt¯ production,
and the second one is the luminosity ratio 20/4.9. The number of observed events
is assumed to be equal to the number of expected background events. (We assume
the same at 7 TeV for the scalar masses not gathered in Table 5 in [31], taking also
in this case the number of expected background events to be equal to the number of
events predicted by the SM 21.) For the LHC run at 14 TeV we have instead simulated
the complete set of backgrounds in Table 4 for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1,
assuming again that the observed number of events coincides with the expected number
21We assume that the number of events for mH±± = 500 GeV is the same as for 450 GeV in [31],
and no background events are expected and none is observed after the corresponding selection cuts
for mH±± = 600 and 700 GeV.
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of background events after cuts.
CMS has performed six different analyses using four and three isolated charged
lepton samples, ℓℓℓℓ and ℓℓℓ, with ℓ = e, µ and τh (although at least two of them must
be same-sign electrons or muons). In the first three studies doubly-charged scalars are
pair produced and assumed to decay 100 % of the time into ℓ±ℓ±, ℓ±τ± and τ±τ± in
turn. The cuts and efficiencies are optimized for each case, and events are generated for
different scalar masses. In Table 5 we collect the corresponding cuts and our estimates
of the cumulative efficiencies cut-by-cut for a low (200 GeV) and a relatively large
(500 GeV) scalar mass for illustration. As pointed out by CMS, the efficiencies slightly
increase with the scalar mass. On the other hand, the mass window is the most effective
cut, implying a large reduction of the background. In the ℓ±τ±ℓ∓τ∓ and τ±τ±τ∓τ∓
analyses tau decays into hadrons are also taking into account. Hadronic tau leptons
(τh) are tagged by a pure geometrical method in Delphes, becoming a jet a potential
τh if a generated τ is found within a fixed distance ∆R of the jet axis.
Analogously, in Table 6 we gather the corresponding cuts and estimated cumulative
efficiencies for the three charged lepton sample and doubly-charged scalar associated
production. Similarly to the doubly-charged scalar, the singly-charged scalar H± is
assumed to decay 100 % of the time into ℓ±νℓ, ℓ±ντ (τ±νℓ) and τ±ντ in turn. In order
to be conservative we make use of the ℓ±τ±τ∓νℓ efficiency for ℓ±τ±ℓ∓ντ , too, although
the former is smaller due to the required extra tau branching ratio into electrons and
muons. As emphasized in Ref. [31], the efficiencies for the three-lepton analyses are
near a factor 2 smaller than for the corresponding four-lepton analyses.
Using the estimated efficiencies for seven doubly-charged scalar masses, mH±± =
200, 300, 400, 450, 500, 600 and 700 GeV, 22 and the expected background and observed
number of events, we can draw the corresponding exclusion plots as no event excess
has been observed. In Figure 7 from top to bottom we plot the 95 % C.L. limits (see
Appendix C for the pertinent definitions) for the analyses in Tables 5 (left) and 6 (right)
23. The bounds very much coincide with those reported by CMS for a doubly-charged
scalar mediating the see-saw of type II, ranging from 400 to 200 GeV depending on
the scalar decay mode. (What in particular implies that the efficiencies we use are
consistent within the fast simulation algorithm uncertainties with those obtained by
CMS.) However, if the doubly-charged scalar belongs to other type of multiplet, its
cross-sections vary and so the bounds on its mass. We superimpose in the plots the
corresponding predictions for the five multiplets discussed before, increasing the limits
with the cross-section (total isospin). The most stringent bounds are then obtained for
22Efficiencies for intermediate masses can be obtained by interpolation.
23Exclusion limits for intermediate masses are obtained by splines interpolation.
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Cuts Efficiencies
mH±± = 200 GeV 500 GeV
ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ℓ∓
Basic cuts p
ℓ1(2)
T > 20(10) GeV, |ηℓ| < 2.5 68 72
Total pT
∑
pℓT > 0.6mH±± + 130 GeV 99 100
Mass window mℓ±ℓ± ∈ [0.9mH±±, 1.1mH±±] 92 89
Total 62 64
ℓ±τ±ℓ∓τ∓
Basic cuts p
ℓ1(2)
T > 20(10) GeV, |ηℓ| < 2.5 16 23
Total pT
∑
pℓT > mH±± + 100 or > 400 GeV 82 99
Z veto |mℓ±ℓ± −mZ | > 10 GeV 85 92
Mass window mℓ±ℓ± ∈ [0.5mH±±, 1.1mH±±] 81 66
Total 9.0 14
τ±τ±τ∓τ∓
Basic cuts p
ℓ1(2)
T > 20(10) GeV, |ηℓ| < 2.5 3.0 5.0
Total pT
∑
pℓT > 120 GeV 99 100
Z veto |mℓ±ℓ± −mZ | > 50 GeV 82 86
∆φ ∆φℓ±ℓ± < 2.5 80 80
Total 2.0 3.5
Table 5: Applied cuts to the four isolated charged lepton sample ℓℓℓℓ, with two ℓ = e
or µ and the other two e, µ or τh, and efficiency percentage for each successive cut
for the final states ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ℓ∓, ℓ±τ±ℓ∓τ∓ and τ±τ±τ∓τ∓ and two representative scalar
masses. The basic transverse momentum cuts are imposed on the two leptons, electrons
or muons, required by the trigger; whereas the transverse momentum sum is over the
four charged leptons, as the generic pseudo-rapidity cut. In the three analyses no
background events are expected and no event is observed for an integrated luminosity
of 4.9 fb−1 at
√
s = 7 TeV.
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Cuts Efficiencies
mH = 200 GeV 500 GeV
ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓νℓ
Basic cuts p
ℓ1(2)
T > 20(10) GeV, |ηℓ| < 2.5 78 82
Total pT
∑
pℓT > 1.1mH±± + 60 GeV 84 87
Z veto |mℓ±ℓ± −mZ | > 80 GeV 59 90
∆φ ∆φℓ±ℓ± < mH±±(GeV)/600 + 1.95 86 94
Mass window mℓ±ℓ± ∈ [0.9mH±±, 1.1mH±±] 94 93
Total 31 56
Expected background 0.99 0.14
Observed events 2 1
ℓ±τ±ℓ∓ντ (τ∓νℓ)
Basic cuts p
ℓ1(2)
T > 20(10) GeV, |ηℓ| < 2.5 16 20
Total pT
∑
pℓT > 0.85mH±± + 125 GeV 38 48
Z veto |mℓ±ℓ± −mZ | > 80 GeV 85 93
EmissT E
miss
T > 20 GeV 98 99
∆φ ∆φℓ±ℓ± < mH±±(GeV)/200 + 1.15 83 100
Mass window mℓ±ℓ± ∈ [0.5mH±±, 1.1mH±±] 91 89
Total 3.8 7.9
Expected background 1.51 0.18
Observed events 3 1
the quintuplet, being typically ∼ 150 GeV higher than for the triplet (see-saw of type
II).
Similarly, we can estimate the limits which may be obtained at
√
s = 8 TeV for an
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τ±τ±τ∓ντ
Basic cuts p
ℓ1(2)
T > 20(10) GeV, |ηℓ| < 2.5 4.2 8.3
Total pT
∑
pℓT > mH±± − 10 or > 200 GeV 55 91
Z veto |mℓ±ℓ± −mZ | > 50 GeV 80 85
EmissT E
miss
T > 40 GeV 86 97
∆φ ∆φℓ±ℓ± < 2.1 84 84
Mass window mℓ±ℓ± ∈ [0.5mH±± − 20 GeV, 1.1mH±±] 76 42
Total 1.0 2.2
Expected background 1.51 0.18
Observed events 3 1
Table 6: Applied cuts to the three isolated charged lepton sample ℓℓℓ, with two ℓ = e
or µ and the third one e, µ or τh, and efficiency percentage for each successive cut for
the final states ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓νℓ, ℓ±τ±ℓ∓ντ (τ∓νℓ) and τ±τ±τ∓ντ and two representative scalar
masses. The basic transverse momentum cuts are imposed on the two leptons, electrons
or muons, required by the trigger; whereas the transverse momentum sum is over the
three charged leptons, as the generic pseudo-rapidity cut. The expected background
events as well as the observed ones for an integrated luminosity of 4.9 fb−1 at
√
s = 7
TeV are also listed.
integrated luminosity of 20 fb−1, assuming that no departure from the SM is observed.
The efficiencies calculated at 8 TeV for the six decay modes and the same CMS cuts
are very similar to those at 7 TeV for the seven scalar masses. In Figure 8 we show the
corresponding exclusion plots 24. Typically, all bounds are around ∼ 100 GeV higher.
7 Final state-dependent efficiencies and LNV bounds at the
LHC
A convenient way of giving a more complete information on the experimental bounds on
NP is also providing the full set of efficiencies for the different processes considered. In
this way the limits on new models can be in general estimated without performing new
24The number of background and observed events at 8 TeV is estimated scaling the 7 TeV values
with Eq. (6.1). Exclusion limits for intermediate masses are obtained by splines interpolation.
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Figure 7. Estimated 95 % C.L. limits on the final modes ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ℓ∓, ℓ±τ±ℓ∓τ∓, τ±τ±τ∓τ∓
(left column from top to bottom) and ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓νℓ, ℓ±τ±ℓ∓νℓ(τ∓ντ ), τ±τ±τ∓ντ (right column
from top to bottom) as a function of the doubly-charged scalar mass H++ for
√
s = 7 TeV and
Lint = 4.9 fb−1 at LHC. There are superimposed the corresponding cross-sections for the five
scalar multiplets of lowest isospin and hypercharge containing a doubly-charged component,
a singlet κ, a doublet χ, a triplet ∆, a quadruplet Σ and a quintuplet Ω.
analyses. For instance, in the case at hand, just giving the bounds on the processes with
the doubly-charged scalars decaying 100 % of the time into ℓ±ℓ± (pp → H±±H∓∓ →
ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ℓ∓) and into ℓ±τ± (pp→ H±±H∓∓ → ℓ±τ±ℓ∓τ∓), in turn, one can estimate the
corresponding limits on a model where the doubly-charged scalars decay half of the
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Figure 8. The same as in Figure 7 but for 8 TeV and 20 fb−1.
time into each of these two final states, but without being able to use the ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓τ∓
events and hence half of the statistics. With this in mind, we collect the efficiencies for
the four-lepton and three-lepton analyses in Tables 7 and 8, respectively, for all two-
body decays of the doubly and singly-charged scalars, ℓℓ, ℓτ, ττ,WW and ℓν, τν,WZ,
and seven scalar masses, mH±± = 200, 300, 400, 450, 500, 600 and 700 GeV. As H
±±
(H±) has 4 (3) different two-body decay modes, there are a priori 4 × 4 + 4 × 3 = 28
final states and hence ǫij efficiencies. But for pair production ǫij = ǫji, being then only
10 of the 16 efficiencies independent. In Table 7 we omit the H±±H∓ decay modes
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ǫ
(4ℓ)
ij mH±± = 200 300 400 450 500 600 700
ℓℓℓℓ 53 62 67 68 69 70 71
ℓℓℓτ 23 27 30 31 32 32 33
ℓℓττ 7.2 8.7 9.4 9.4 9.5 9.7 9.9
ℓℓWW 0.6 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.5
ℓτℓτ 9.0 11 13 14 14 14 14
ℓτττ 2.0 2.6 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.7
ℓτWW 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7
ττττ 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
ττWW 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
WWWW < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
Table 7: Efficiency percentages ǫ
(4ℓ)
ij for different scalar masses (in GeV) and final
modes ij for four-lepton analyses at
√
s = 7 TeV and the ℓ±τ±ℓ∓τ∓ cuts in Table 5.
We omit the efficiencies for associated production processes because all of them are
below ∼ 0.1 %, as these final states do not pass the cuts imposed on the four-lepton
sample.
because all their efficiencies are below ∼ 0.1 %. For both analyses, the applied cuts
are common to all final states, thus not optimizing the different modes but the full
set. Following CMS analyses for benchmark points we choose the cuts for ℓ±τ±ℓ∓τ∓
in Table 5 and for ℓ±τ±ℓ∓ντ (τ∓νℓ) in Table 6 to calculate the efficiencies in Tables
7 and 8, respectively. They grow with the scalar mass because the cuts stay fixed.
For example, electrons and muons are harder for larger scalar masses and hence they
satisfy more easily not only the basic cuts but the cuts on
∑
pℓT and on E
miss
T . The
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ǫ
(3ℓ)
ij mH±± = 200 300 400 450 500 600 700
ℓℓℓℓ 2.7 5.0 7.5 8.7 9.5 10 11
ℓℓℓτ 17 25 31 33 34 34 35
ℓℓττ 18 24 28 29 30 31 32
ℓℓWW 6.9 13 17 18 19 20 21
ℓτℓτ 14 19 24 24 25 26 26
ℓτττ 4.9 6.9 8.6 8.6 9.0 9.2 9.3
ℓτWW 2.3 4.6 6.3 6.6 6.7 7.0 7.2
ττττ 0.8 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.6
ττWW 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.2
WWWW < 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5
ℓℓℓν 38 53 64 66 68 70 72
ℓℓτν 18 26 31 33 34 35 36
ℓℓWZ 5.0 8.5 11 12 13 13 14
ℓτℓν 15 21 26 27 28 29 29
ℓττν 3.8 5.4 7.4 7.6 7.9 8.4 8.5
ℓτWZ 1.6 2.9 3.9 4.0 4.1 4.5 4.5
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ττℓν 2.3 3.4 4.3 4.5 4.6 4.8 4.9
τττν 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9
ττWZ 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7
WWℓν 0.3 0.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2
WWτν 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
WWWZ < 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Table 8: Efficiency percentages ǫ
(3ℓ)
ij for different scalar masses (in GeV) and final
modes ij for three-lepton analyses at
√
s = 7 TeV and the ℓ±τ±ℓ∓ντ (τ∓νℓ) cuts in
Table 6.
latter is particularly stringent for pair produced events because in this case the missing
energy comes either from missed leptons or from missing energy measurement errors
and hence, it is relatively small. In general the missing energy and the total transverse
momentum in the event are correlated, too. Whereas the Z veto is also less restrictive
for larger masses, in contrast with the mass window constraint for events involving tau
leptons. Changes on parton shower and detector simulation inputs stand for variations
in the efficiencies of around ∼ 15 %. This is the total uncertainty which we assign to
the estimates in Tables 7 and 8. They agree with the efficiencies quoted in [31] when
comparison is possible.
No dedicated searches for LNV signals have been performed in doubly-charged
scalar production analyses up to now. However, the ATLAS and CMS searches for
doubly-charged scalars using four and three-lepton samples are also sensitive to LNV
final states. As already emphasized, we can make use of the pertinent efficiencies in
Tables 7 and 8 in order to derive the corresponding bounds, for no event excess has been
observed in the four and three-lepton analyses. We restrict ourselves to the LNV final
states ℓℓWW and ℓℓWZ because they have the largest efficiencies (see Tables 7 and 8),
showing the results for the three-lepton analysis only for it is by far the most sensitive
to LNV. For a given integrated luminosity the number of signal events N
(3ℓ)
ℓℓWW (ℓℓWZ)
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is estimated multiplying Lint by the corresponding cross-section, σNC(CC) for doubly-
charged scalar pair (associated) production, times the model branching ratios into ℓℓ
and WW (WZ) times the selection efficiency:
N
(3ℓ)
ℓℓWW = Lint × σNC × BR(H±± → ℓ±ℓ±)× BR(H∓∓ →W∓W∓)× ǫ(3ℓ)ℓℓWW ,
N
(3ℓ)
ℓℓWZ = Lint × σCC × BR(H±± → ℓ±ℓ±)× BR(H∓ → W∓Z)× ǫ(3ℓ)ℓℓWZ . (7.1)
Making use of these expressions and the number of expected background events and
observed events we can derive the exclusion plots for σNC(CC) (see Appendix C). In
Figure 9 we plot the corresponding limits assuming that the heavy scalars have the
same decay rate (50 %) into light (first two families) lepton and gauge boson pairs. We
superimpose the cross-sections for the different doubly-charged multiplet assignments
conveniently normalized by the assumed branching ratios: 1/2 for pair and 1/4 for
associated production. The exclusion plots for ℓℓWW (ℓℓWZ) are shown on the left
(right). From top to bottom we gather the LNV bounds at 7, 8 and 14 TeV. The
number of expected background and observed events for the first two energies are the
same as for the ℓ±τ±ℓ∓ντ (τ∓νℓ) three-lepton analysis in the previous section; whereas
for 14 TeV we assume them to be equal, finding for the backgrounds in Table 4 with the
same cuts a total of 42, 37, 18, 15, 9, 7 and 0 events for an integrated luminosity of 100
fb−1 and mH±± = 200, 300, 400, 450, 500, 600 and 700 GeV, respectively. In Tables
9 and 10 we collect the efficiencies at this energy for four and three-lepton analyses
for H±± → ℓ±ℓ±,W±W± and H± → ℓ±νℓ,W±Z for completeness, although only the
efficiencies ǫ
(3ℓ)
ℓℓWW,ℓℓWZ for the three-lepton analysis (Table 10) enter in the calculation
of the LNV bounds in Figure 9.
At 7 TeV and with an integrated luminosity Lint = 4.9 fb−1 LHC has in general
no sensitivity to the LNV signals considered. But the expected bounds at 8 TeV with
Lint = 20 fb−1 range from ∼ 200 to 500 GeV depending on the scalar multiplet. These
limits can be up to ∼ 500 GeV larger at 14 TeV with an integrated luminosity of 100
fb−1. Several comments are in order, however: (i) These estimates will be improved
by the experimental collaborations when cuts and efficiencies are optimized for these
searches. (ii) LNV processes are in general rare and as previously emphasized, only
in special regions in parameter space they are relatively large with almost half of the
events from doubly-charged scalar pair and associated production violating LN. This is
what we have assumed to draw Figure 9. If the branching ratios are different we have
to normalize the H cross-sections accordingly to read the corresponding limit from the
Figure. (iii) Relatively large LNV signals are more natural in more elaborated models,
as for example, those with neutrino masses generated radiatively [17–19, 40].
Two last comments are in order:
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Figure 9. 95 % C.L. limits on the LNV channels pp→ H±±H∓∓ → ℓ±ℓ±W∓W∓ (left) and
pp → H±±H∓ → ℓ±ℓ±W∓Z (right) as a function of the H±± mass for √s = 7, 8 and 14
TeV and Lint = 4.9, 20 and 100 fb−1 at LHC, respectively (from top to bottom). There are
superimposed the corresponding cross-sections for the five scalar multiplets of lowest isospin
and hypercharge containing a doubly-charged component: the singlet κ, the doublet χ, the
triplet ∆, the quadruplet Σ and the quintuplet Ω.
(i) LNV analyses must be improved by experimentalists not only doing a better job
using real data but adapting the searches (cuts) to the signal characteristics.
(ii) On the other hand, if no departure from the SM predictions is observed, one can
use all final modes to constrain the model, independently of whether LN is or is not
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ǫ
(4ℓ)
ij mH±± = 200 300 400 450 500 600 700
ℓℓℓℓ 54 62 66 68 69 69 70
ℓℓWW 0.6 0.9 1.1 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.5
WWWW < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
ℓℓℓν < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
ℓℓWZ < 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
WWℓν < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
WWWZ < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
Table 9: Efficiency percentages ǫ
(4ℓ)
ij for different scalar masses (in GeV) and final
modes ij for four-lepton analyses at
√
s = 14 TeV and the ℓ±τ±ℓ∓τ∓ cuts in Table 5.
violated or the production mechanism. The number of signal events is in this case
N (A) = Lint×
[
σNC ×
∑
ij
BR(H±± → i)× BR(H∓∓ → j)× ǫ(A)ij
+ σCC ×
∑
rs
BR(H±± → r)× BR(H∓ → s)× ǫ(A)rs
]
, (7.2)
where the sum is over all H±± (i, j, r) and H∓ (s) final states contributing to analysis
A. Here A = 4ℓ, 3ℓ. In general, all analyses can be also taken into account together
when deriving generic limits on a given model using the CLs method by assigning each
analysis to a different bin. In our case this means to 2 bins in order to account for the
4ℓ and 3ℓ analyses.
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ǫ
(3ℓ)
ij mH±± = 200 300 400 450 500 600 700
ℓℓℓℓ 3.9 6.9 10 11 12 13 14
ℓℓWW 7.4 14 18 20 21 22 23
WWWW < 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.7
ℓℓℓν 40 55 66 68 70 72 74
ℓℓWZ 5.2 9.3 13 13 14 15 16
WWℓν 0.3 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3
WWWZ < 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3
Table 10: Efficiency percentages ǫ
(3ℓ)
ij for different scalar masses (in GeV) and final
modes ij for three-lepton analyses at
√
s = 14 TeV and the ℓ±τ±ℓ∓ντ (τ∓νℓ) cuts in
Table 6.
8 Conclusions
If neutrino masses are Majorana, LN must be violated at some scale 25. The important
question at the LHC era is if it is broken at the TeV scale and hence, if LNV can be
observed at the LHC. Among the simplest SM extensions which can give neutrinos a
mass and predict new resonances at the LHC reach, the see-saw of type II provides
the cleanest signal: in this case the mediator is a heavy scalar triplet of hypercharge
1, (∆++,∆+,∆0), which can resonate in the same-sign dilepton channel, ∆++ → l±l±.
The production rate is of EW size, which is the largest possible because a priori this
NP has no color, and the decay products can be isolated electrons and muons with
large momenta and missing energy. As these scalars have non-zero LN (equal to 2)
and LN can be only very tiny broken in the SM sector, they must be pair produced.
Thus, whatever the decays are, the final state must have at least four fermions typically
carrying each of them one quarter of the total available energy.
25Independently of whether it is gauged [69] or not.
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In this paper we have extended the see-saw of type II and classified the scalar
multiplets H which produce the same signals, paying special attention to their LNV
decays, pp→ H±±H∓∓ → ℓ±ℓ±W∓W∓ and pp→ H±±H∓ → ℓ±ℓ±W∓Z, not explicitly
considered up to now. All those multiplets include doubly-charged scalars, being then
possible to characterize H by the production and decay of their doubly-charged com-
ponent. In particular, we have discussed the main doubly-charged scalar production
mechanisms and worked out the corresponding Feynman rules in detail, providing a
MadGraph5 model for Monte Carlo simulations. Finally, as a practical application we
have reproduced the current searches for doubly-charged scalars by CMS and ATLAS
at
√
s = 7 TeV with Lint = 4.9 fb−1 [31, 32]. Present limits on their mass can be as large
as 400 GeV for the scalar triplet mediating the see-saw of type II, depending on the de-
cay mode. These bounds raise up to 500 GeV for the scalar multiplet of highest isospin
which we have worked out, a quintuplet of hypercharge 0, (Ω++,Ω+,Ω0,Ω−,Ω−−). Us-
ing similar cuts we have also estimated the expected bounds at 8 TeV if no event excess
is observed with an integrated luminosity of 20 fb−1, being typically 150 GeV larger
than those obtained at 7 TeV. These bounds can be translated to any general model
if the efficiencies for the relevant (all) channels are known. We have provided a table
of Monte Carlo estimates for these efficiencies, which we have then used to estimate
the bounds on LNV for different LHC runs. These limits can be near the TeV for the
most favorable case at 14 TeV with an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1 (see Figure
9). However, they are only significant if the doubly-charged scalars have similar decay
rates into same-sign lepton and boson pairs, as it is more natural in less simple models
[17–19, 40]. At any rate, it must be emphasized that the analyses we have performed
to obtain these bounds are not optimized for LNV searches. As a matter of fact, we
have used the only analyses sensitive to doubly-charged scalar production experimen-
tally available up to now. Hence, more sophisticated analyses taking into account the
specific topology of LNV processes would have to be performed in order to extract all
the information from future runs. A first attempt in this direction was given in [46, 47].
We have assumed the most optimistic scenario in order to estimate the LHC po-
tential for LNV searches. We not only assume that doubly-charged scalars have similar
decay rates into same-sign lepton and gauge boson pairs, but that cascade decays within
the multiplet are negligible (see footnotes 8 and 9 for further comments). Which re-
quires that the scalar mixing is rather small [41, 42]. It is thus worth to work out
specific models where the optimal scenario adopted in our phenomenological approach
is naturally realized.
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A Contact interactions
There can be also contact interactions generated by (even) heavier particles after inte-
grating them out. The corresponding operators, however, are at least of dimension 6
and hence suppressed by two powers of the heavier effective scale Λ. What stands for a
suppression of the doubly-charged scalar production cross-section at LHC of the order
of (mH++/Λ)
4.
Indeed, the contact interactions of lowest dimension must involve the gauge invari-
ant contraction of two gluon field strength tensors Gµνa G
a
µν or a colorless quark bilinear
QQ′. In the former case the EW singlet of lowest dimension involving at least one scalar
multiplet H with a doubly-charged component H++ is H†H. Thus, the corresponding
lowest order operator Gµνa G
a
µνH
†H is of dimension 6, being also the only one of this
dimension and form.
On the other hand, there are two possible types of quark bilinears depending on
the fermion chirality: QL(R)γµQ
′
L(R) and QL(R)Q
′
R(L), where Q
(′)
L = qL is the left-handed
quark doublet and Q
(′)
R = uR, dR are the corresponding right-handed singlets. But there
is no invariant product of any of them with only one scalar multiplet H coupling the
quark bilinear to the H doubly-charged component in the unitary gauge, and hence
contributing to doubly-charged scalar production at hadron colliders. Besides, the
vector quark bilinear requires an additional covariant derivative to ensure that the
operator is Lorentz invariant. Then, in this case there is only one invariant operator
of lowest dimension involving two H multiplets and not suppressed by a small quark
Yukawa coupling: H†(DµH)QL(R)γµQ′L(R). Other operators of dimension 6 with the
covariant derivative acting on the quark fields can be shown to be suppressed by a
small quark Yukawa coupling using the equations of motion; while the operator with the
covariant derivative acting on the other scalar multiplet can be written as a combination
of all the other operators integrating by parts.
The lowest order operators involving the other quark bilinear and two H multi-
plets are also of dimension 6 because they must involve at least a φ factor to render
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the operator invariant under isospin transformations. Thus, all such operators re-
semble qLφuRH
†H, being hence suppressed after EWSB by a v/mH++ factor relative to
H†(DµH)QL(R)γµQ′L(R). In summary, the largest contribution (at least formally) results
from the operators of this form which can be, for instance, obtained after integrating
out a heavy Z ′. But their contribution is in general suppressed far away from the heavy
resonance by a (mH++/Λ)
2 factor (as it is the case for Gµνa G
a
µνH
†H, too).
B Simulation and analyses
As indicated in the text, the signal is simulated using MadGraph5 [59] supplemented
with the corresponding UFO model including the scalar interactions (the scalar gauge
couplings SSV and SSVV in Eq. (3.3), and the scalar couplings to fermions SFF
and to gauge bosons SVV in Eqs. (2.5) and (3.4), respectively). The UFO model
can be found in http://cafpe.ugr.es/index.php/pages/other/software in the package LNV-
Scalars UFO.tar.gz. The doubly (singly) charged scalar components for the singlet,
doublet, triplet, quadruplet and quintuplet are identified by hs2, hd2, ht2, hq2 and
hk2 (26 hd1, ht1, hq1 and hk1), respectively. In addition, the package contains a set
of Param Cards for the seven masses considered in our analysis, as well as a README
file with examples for the production of doubly-charged scalars belonging to different
multiplets and for several processes.
C CLs method
We use the CLs method for the calculation of the exclusion limits [70]. This method
associates to a sample with N bins the statistic
Q =
∏
i
(si + bi)
n˜ie−(si+bi)
bn˜ii e
−bi
= e−
∑
i
si
∏
i
[
1 +
si
bi
]n˜i
, (C.1)
where bi and si are the number of predicted background events and of expected signal
events for bin i, respectively, and n˜i is the Poisson-distributed variable with mean
si + bi (bi) for the signal+background (background-only) hypothesis. The confidence
26Since the singlet has no singly-charged component, no name is assigned for this case.
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estimators
CLs+b = 1−
∫ ∞
Qobs
Ps+b(Q)dQ and
CLb = 1−
∫ ∞
Qobs
Pb(Q)dQ (C.2)
are then defined integrating the corresponding density functions Ps+b(Q) and Pb(Q),
respectively, up to Qobs, which is the Q value for n˜i equal to the number of observed
events ni. Thus, parameter space regions excluded at the 95 % confidence level (C.L.)
can be obtained requiring that CLs ≡ CLs+b/CLb ≤ 0.05.
Either Q or logQ can be used as statistic, although the latter is more convenient
for calculating CLs if there is only one bin (counting experiment). In this case,
Q = e−s
(
1 +
s
b
)n˜
⇒ logQ = −s + n˜
(
1 +
s
b
)
. (C.3)
Hence, logQ is distributed as n˜ up to a scale factor and a shift. But none of them
changes the ratio of areas defining CLs, being then easier to use the n˜ distribution as
statistic.
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